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The Great Mistake Jonathan Lee 2021-06-17 The 'Father of Greater New York' is dead. Shot outside his Park Avenue
mansion in the year of our Lord, 1903. In the hour of his death, will the truth of his life finally break free? Born to a
struggling farming family in 1820, Andrew Haswell Green was a self-made man who reshaped Manhattan, built Central
Park and turned New York into a modern metropolis. Now, at eighty-three, when he thought the world could hold no
more surprises, he is murdered. As the detective assigned to the case traces his ghost across the city, other spectres
appear: a wealthy courtesan; a broken-hearted man in a bowler hat; and an ambitious politician, Samuel, whose lifelong
friendship was a source of joy and frustration. In a life of industry and restraint, where is the space for love? As
restlessly inventive and absorbing as its protagonist, The Great Mistake is the story of a city, and a singular man,
transformed by longing.
The Female Thing Laura Kipnis 2009-03-12 From the author of the acclaimed Against Love comes a pointed,
audacious, and witty examination of the state of the female psyche in the post-post-feminist world of the twentyfirst century. Women remain caught between feminism and femininity, between self-affirmation and an endless quest for
self-improvement, between playing an injured party and claiming independence. Rather than blaming the usual
suspects—men, the media—Kipnis takes a hard look at culprits closer to home, namely women themselves. Kipnis serves
up the gory details of the mutual displeasure between men and women in painfully hilarious detail. Is anatomy destiny
after all? An ambitious and original reassessment of feminism and women’s ambivalence about it, The Female Thing
breathes provocative new life into that age-old question.
We Should All be Feminists Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 2015 Offers an updated definition of feminism for the twenty-first
century, one rooted in inclusion and awareness.
Invisible Women Caroline Criado Perez 2019-03-12 Data is fundamental to the modern world. From economic
development, to healthcare, to education and public policy, we rely on numbers to allocate resources and make
crucial decisions. But because so much data fails to take into account gender, because it treats men as the default and
women as atypical, bias and discrimination are baked into our systems. And women pay tremendous costs for this bias,
in time, money, and often with their lives. Celebrated feminist advocate Caroline Criado Perez investigates shocking
root cause of gender inequality and research in Invisible Women†‹, diving into women’s lives at home, the workplace, the
public square, the doctor’s office, and more. Built on hundreds of studies in the US, the UK, and around the world, and
written with energy, wit, and sparkling intelligence, this is a groundbreaking, unforgettable expos that will change
the way you look at the world.
Primates of Park Avenue Wednesday Martin 2015-06-02 Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller! The book that has
outraged the social elite! “Eye-popping.” —People “Amusing, perceptive and…deliciously evil.” —The New York Times
Book Review “Juicy, sexy, bawdy stuff.” —New York Daily News “Think Gossip Girl, but with a sociological study of
the parents.” —InStyle.com Like an urban Dian Fossey, Wednesday Martin decodes the primate social behaviors of Upper
East Side mothers in a brilliantly original and witty memoir about her adventures assimilating into that most secretive
and elite tribe. After marrying a man from the Upper East Side and moving to the neighborhood, Wednesday Martin
struggled to fit in. Drawing on her background in anthropology and primatology, she tried looking at her new world
through that lens, and suddenly things fell into place. She understood the other mothers’ snobbiness at school dropoff when she compared them to olive baboons. Her obsessional quest for a Hermes Birkin handbag made sense when she
realized other females wielded them to establish dominance in their troop. And so she analyzed tribal migration
patterns; display rituals; physical adornment, mutilation, and mating practices; extra-pair copulation; and more. Her
conclusions are smart, thought-provoking, and hilariously unexpected. Every city has its Upper East Side, and in
Wednesday’s memoir, readers everywhere will recognize the strange cultural codes of powerful social hierarchies and
the compelling desire to climb them. They will also see that Upper East Side mothers want the same things for their
children that all mothers want—safety, happiness, and success—and not even sky-high penthouses and chauffeured
SUVs can protect this ecologically released tribe from the universal experiences of anxiety and loss. When
Wednesday’s life turns upside down, she learns how deep the bonds of female friendship really are. Intelligent, funny, and
heartfelt, Primates of Park Avenue lifts a veil on a secret, elite world within a world—the exotic, fascinating, and
strangely familiar culture of privileged Manhattan motherhood.
The Feminist Mistake Mary A. Kassian 2005 Can feminism be squared with the Bible? Kassian meets this question head-on
with a thorough and balanced inquiry into the history of feminism followed by a biblical, point-by-point critique of
feminist movement.
The Way of the Superior Man David Deida 2008-11-24 What is your true purpose in life? What do women really
want? What makes a good lover? If you're a man reading this, you've undoubtedly asked yourself these questionsbut
you may not have had much luck answering them. Until now. In The Way of the Superior Man David Deida explores the
most important issues in men's livesfrom career and family to women and intimacy to love and spiritualityto offer a
practical guidebook for living a masculine life of integrity, authenticity, and freedom. Join this bestselling author and
internationally renowned expert on sexual spirituality for straightforward advice, empowering skills, body practices,
and more to help you realize a life of fulfillment, immediately and without compromise.
The Feminine Mistake Leslie Bennetts 2007-04-03 Women are constantly being told that it's simply too difficult to
balance work and family, so if they don't really "have to" work, it's better for their families if they stay home. Not
only is this untrue, Leslie Bennetts says, but the arguments in favor of stay-at-home motherhood fail to consider the
surprising benefits of work and the unexpected toll of giving it up. It's time, she says, to get the message across-combining work and family really is the best choice for most women, and it's eminently doable. Bennetts and millions of
other working women provide ample proof that there are many different ways to have kids, maintain a challenging
career, and have a richly rewarding life as a result. Earning money and being successful not only make women feel great,
but when women sacrifice their financial autonomy by quitting their jobs, they become vulnerable to divorce as well as
the potential illness, death, or unemployment of their bread-winner husbands. Further, they forfeit the intellectual,
emotional, psychological, and even medical benefits of self-sufficiency. The truth is that when women gamble on
dependancy, most eventually end up on the wrong side of the odds. In riveting interviews with women from a wide range
of backgrounds, Bennetts tells their dramatic stories--some triumphant, others heart-breaking. The Feminine Mistake
will inspire women to accept the challenge of figuring out who they are and what they want to do with their lives in
addition to raising children. Not since Betty Friedan has anyone offered such an eye-opening and persuasive argument for
why women can--and should--embrace the joyously complex lives they deserve.
In Our Prime: How Older Women Are Reinventing the Road Ahead Susan J. Douglas 2020-03-10 Do you see women your
age portrayed as puttering gardeners and docile grannies? Do you feel bombarded by anti-aging products that insist
you must “defy” getting older? Do you feel invisible in professional and social situations? And have you had enough
and are you ready to challenge the intertwining of sexism and ageism in our culture? Susan Douglas knows that you
are not alone. She declares it is time now for the largest female generation over fifty to reinvent what it means to be
an older woman and to challenge the outdated stereotypes—think doddering or shrewish—that Hollywood and TV
have assigned them. She zones in on how the anti-aging cosmetics industry targets older and younger women alike with
their products, and how Big Pharma ads equate getting older with disease and decline. Douglas exposes the ageism that
mature women face at work and why conservatives’ decades-long attacks on Social Security, Medicaid, and Medicare
disproportionately affect women. With a sharp sense of justice and fresh wit, In Our Prime sees a social movement
emerging that may help to create a different view of and life for older women. It celebrates Gray Panther Maggie Kuhn,
who broke down legal barriers in the past, as well as today’s activists, career women, actors, and others who defy
stereotypical images by embracing their age and remaining strong and socially involved. Ultimately, Douglas calls on
women of all ages to join together now to fight against gendered ageism, to secure our country’s financial safety net,
and to make a brighter, more welcome future for older women.
Atlas Shrugged Ayn Rand 2005-04-21 Peopled by larger-than-life heroes and villains, charged with towering
questions of good and evil, Atlas Shrugged is Ayn Rand’s magnum opus: a philosophical revolution told in the form of
an action thriller—nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Who is John
Galt? When he says that he will stop the motor of the world, is he a destroyer or a liberator? Why does he have to
fight his battles not against his enemies but against those who need him most? Why does he fight his hardest battle
against the woman he loves? You will know the answer to these questions when you discover the reason behind the
baffling events that play havoc with the lives of the amazing men and women in this book. You will discover why a
productive genius becomes a worthless playboy...why a great steel industrialist is working for his own
destruction...why a composer gives up his career on the night of his triumph...why a beautiful woman who runs a
transcontinental railroad falls in love with the man she has sworn to kill. Atlas Shrugged, a modern classic and
Rand’s most extensive statement of Objectivism—her groundbreaking philosophy—offers the reader the spectacle of
human greatness, depicted with all the poetry and power of one of the twentieth century’s leading artists.
The Giving Tree Shel Silverstein 2014-02-18 As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for the
first time ever in ebook format. This digital edition allows young readers and lifelong fans to continue the legacy and
love of a classic that will now reach an even wider audience. "Once there was a tree...and she loved a little boy." So
begins a story of unforgettable perception, beautifully written and illustrated by the gifted and versatile Shel
Silverstein. This moving parable for all ages offers a touching interpretation of the gift of giving and a serene
acceptance of another's capacity to love in return. Every day the boy would come to the tree to eat her apples, swing
from her branches, or slide down her trunk...and the tree was happy. But as the boy grew older he began to want more
from the tree, and the tree gave and gave and gave. This is a tender story, touched with sadness, aglow with
consolation. Shel Silverstein's incomparable career as a bestselling children's book author and illustrator began with
Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He is also the creator of picture books including A Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants
a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing Piece, The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the perennial favorite The Giving Tree, and
of classic poetry collections such as Where the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every Thing On It,
Don't Bump the Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't miss the other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the Sidewalk Ends and
A Light in the Attic!
13 Things Mentally Strong Women Don't Do Amy Morin 2018-12-31 In the time of the #MeToo and #TimesUp

Wild Feminine Tami Lynn Kent 2011-02-22 Includes a preview of Mothering from Your Center, the next book from Tami
Lynn Kent. Wild Feminine: Finding Power, Spirit, & Joy in the Female Body offers a unique, holistic approach to reclaiming
the power, spirit, and joy of the female body and to understanding its connection to creative energy flow. By restoring
physical and energetic balance in the pelvic bowl, women can learn to care for themselves in a nourishing and respectful
manner, heal spiritual fractures, and renew their relationship with the sacred feminine. Although the feminine body is an
access point to the greater realm of the spirit, many women have lost their connection to this source. Author Tami
Kent, MSPT, has an answer. Drawing from her experiences as a woman's health physical therapist who works with the
physical body and female energy system, Kent provides a framework for healing the body and navigating the realms of
feminine spirit. Through pelvic bodywork, healing stories, visualizations, rituals, and creative exercises, women can
explore the deep and natural wisdom inherent in the female body. Wild Feminine reveals the amazing potential of the
female body: the potential to create, to heal, and to transform the energy of a woman’s everyday life. Journey deep
into the heart of your body. Travel the terrain of feminine wounds. Go to your root place, the center of all
womanhood and radically shift your relationship with your body and spirit. Wild Feminine gives you the tools to
awaken and retrieve your ancient wild self, restore your creative energy, and reconnect to your sacred center.
Opting Out? Pamela Stone 2008-06-02 In this book Stone explores the reasons why high-achieving women with
children interrupt their professional careers. This qualitative study, using the life history interview, shows that
women are not opting out, but are being shut out by inflexible employers.
How to Be a 3% Man, Winning the Heart of the Woman of Your Dreams Corey Wayne 2017-06-20 Dear Friend, This
book teaches you the hidden secrets to completely understand women. It covers both the dating world and long term
relationships. You will learn how to meet and date the type of women you've always dreamed of. The best part is you
can do this while remaining who you truly are inside. The book teaches you how to create sexual attraction in women
& get women to chase & pursue you! It takes you step by step with easy to follow instructions. You will be able to
meet women anytime, anyplace, & anywhere...this will give you choice with women. Whether you are single & searching
or already with your dream lady, my book has the secrets most men will never know about women.
Radical Womanhood Carolyn McCulley 2008-10-01 Biblical womanhood is not for the weak. In an age that seeks to
obliterate God and His authority, modeling biblical womanhood involves spiritual warfare. RadicalWomanhood seeks
to equip new believers and long-time Christians alike, exposing the anti-God agenda of the three waves of feminism to
date and presenting the pro-woman truth of the Scriptures. Illustrated with numerous personal testimonies, this book
will dig deep into the Word and show how it can be lived out today. The foundation and core message of Radical
Womanhood is consistent with the traditional complementarian teaching on biblical womanhood. However, the target
audience, tone, and style are radically different. Most books on this subject take a heavily didactic tone that assumes
an awareness of Christian lingo and a high degree of spiritual maturity. Radical Womanhood has the narrative
approach appreciated by postmodern readers, but still incorporates solid, biblically-based teaching for personal
application and growth.
100 of the Most Outrageous Comments about Feminine Mistake Jack Syers 2013-04 In this book, we have hand-picked
the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at times crackpot!), original and musing book reviews of
"Feminine mistake, the: are we giving up too much?." Don't say we didn't warn you: these reviews are known to shock
with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be startled by their biting sincerity; others may be spellbound by
their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to get
pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
A Midsummer-night's Dream William Shakespeare 1874
The Feminine Mystique Betty Friedan 2001-09-17 Released for the first time in paperback, this landmark social and
political volume on feminism is credited with being responsible for raising awareness, liberating both sexes, and triggering
major advances in the feminist movement. Reprint.
Diary of an Oxygen Thief Anonymous 2016-08-18 Hurt people hurt people. Say there was a novel in which Holden
Caulfield was an alcoholic and Lolita was a photographer's assistant and, somehow, they met in Bright Lights, Big
City. He's blinded by love. She by ambition. Diary of an Oxygen Thief is an honest, hilarious, and heartrending novel, but
above all, a very realistic account of what we do to each other and what we allow to have done to us.
The Feminine Mystique Betty Friedan 2010 When Betty Friedan produced The Feminine Mystique in 1963, she could not
have realized how the discovery and debate of her contemporaries' general malaise would shake up society. Victims of a
false belief system, these women were following strict social convention by loyally conforming to the pretty image of
the magazines, and found themselves forced to seek meaning in their lives only through a family and a home. Friedan's
controversial book about these women - and every woman - would ultimately set Second Wave feminism in motion and
begin the battle for equality. This groundbreaking and life-changing work remains just as powerful, important and true
as it was forty-five years ago, and is essential reading both as a historical document and as a study of women living
in a man's world. 'One of the most influential nonfiction books of the twentieth century.' New York Times 'Feminism ......
began with the work of a single person: Friedan.' Nicholas Lemann With a new Introduction by Lionel Shriver
12 Rules for Life Jordan B. Peterson 2018 "What does everyone in the modern world need to know? [The author's]
answer to this most difficult of questions uniquely combines the hard-won truths of ancient tradition with the
stunning revelations of cutting-edge scientific research. [The author discusses] discussing discipline, freedom, adventure
and responsibility, distilling the world's wisdom into 12 practical and profound rules for life"-The Wright Mistake K.A. Linde 2017-08-08
Happy Housewives Darla Shine 2009-10-13 Says former desperate housewife Darla Shine to stay-at-home moms
everywhere: What have you got to complain about? A modern-day guide to keeping house, raising kids, and loving life.
Darla Shine was once a desperate housewife. Being at home with two small children and a husband who was rarely home
was enough to drive her crazy. She left her high-profile job as a television producer after her son was born, while her
husband continued to move up the corporate ladder. Like many of her stay-at-home-mom friends, Shine employed a
housekeeper and baby-sitters so she could spend her time running to the salon, the club, and out to lunch. Then one day
she was whining to her mother about how terrible her life was, and her mother yelled at her to wake up and stop being
so selfish. It was just the wakeup call she needed! The desperate housewife craze of today is sending the wrong message
to women and their children everywhere, says Shine. When did being a good mom and being proud to stay home with the
kids go out of style? When did it become acceptable to cheat on your husband? When did mothers start dressing like
their teenage daughters? Shine finds the standards of today's desperate housewives astonishingly low, and she has set
out to teach women how they can be good mothers, look good, and feel good about the choices they make. Being a
housewife does not mean you are on house arrest or can't be satisfied in your marriage. So step up, realize that you
want to be home with your children, and embrace your life.
The Glass Castle Jeannette Walls 2006-01-02 Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn
nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving
among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober,
captured his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and
couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the
dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for
themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her
parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the
fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher description.
The Art Of Seduction Robert Greene 2010-09-03 Which sort of seducer could you be? Siren? Rake? Cold Coquette?
Star? Comedian? Charismatic? Or Saint? This book will show you which. Charm, persuasion, the ability to create
illusions: these are some of the many dazzling gifts of the Seducer, the compelling figure who is able to manipulate,
mislead and give pleasure all at once. When raised to the level of art, seduction, an indirect and subtle form of power,
has toppled empires, won elections and enslaved great minds. In this beautiful, sensually designed book, Greene unearths
the two sides of seduction: the characters and the process. Discover who you, or your pursuer, most resembles. Learn,
too, the pitfalls of the anti-Seducer. Immerse yourself in the twenty-four manoeuvres and strategies of the seductive
process, the ritual by which a seducer gains mastery over their target. Understand how to 'Choose the Right Victim',
'Appear to Be an Object of Desire' and 'Confuse Desire and Reality'. In addition, Greene provides instruction on how to
identify victims by type. Each fascinating character and each cunning tactic demonstrates a fundamental truth about
who we are, and the targets we've become - or hope to win over. The Art of Seduction is an indispensable primer on the
essence of one of history's greatest weapons and the ultimate power trip. From the internationally bestselling author
of The 48 Laws of Power, Mastery, and The 33 Strategies Of War.
Lean In Sheryl Sandberg 2013-03-11 The #1 international best seller In Lean In, Sheryl Sandberg reignited the
conversation around women in the workplace. Sandberg is chief operating officer of Facebook and coauthor of Option B
with Adam Grant. In 2010, she gave an electrifying TED talk in which she described how women unintentionally hold
themselves back in their careers. Her talk, which has been viewed more than six million times, encouraged women to “sit
at the table,” seek challenges, take risks, and pursue their goals with gusto. Lean In continues that conversation,
combining personal anecdotes, hard data, and compelling research to change the conversation from what women can’t
do to what they can. Sandberg provides practical advice on negotiation techniques, mentorship, and building a
satisfying career. She describes specific steps women can take to combine professional achievement with personal
fulfillment, and demonstrates how men can benefit by supporting women both in the workplace and at home. Written
with humor and wisdom, Lean In is a revelatory, inspiring call to action and a blueprint for individual growth that
will empower women around the world to achieve their full potential.
Feminine Threads Diana Lynn Severance 2011 From commoner to queen, the women in this book embraced the freedom and
the power of the Gospel in making their unique contributions to the unfolding of history. Wherever possible, the women
here speak for themselves, from their letters, diaries or published works. The true story of women in Christian history
inspires, challenges and demonstrates the grace of God producing much fruit throughout time.
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movement, international bestselling author and leading global expert on mental strength Amy Morin turns her focus to
feminism, explaining what it means—and what it takes—to be a mentally strong woman. The emergence of the #MeToo
and #TimesUp movements have awakened society and encouraged women to find their voice and claim their power. But to
do this, women must learn to improve their own mental strength. Contending with a host of difficult issues—from
sexual assault on college campuses, to equal pay and pay gaps, to mastering different negotiation styles—demands
psychological toughness. In this crucial book, prominent psychotherapist and licensed clinical social worker Amy
Morin gives women the techniques to build mental muscle—and just as important, she teaches them what not to do.
What does it mean to be a mentally strong woman? Delving into critical issues like sexism, social media, social
comparison, and social pressure, Amy addresses this question and offers thoughtful, intelligent advice, practical tips,
and specific strategies and combines them with personal experiences, stories from former patients, and both well-known
and untold examples from women from across industries and pop culture. Throughout, she explores the areas
women—and society at large—must focus on to become (and remain) mentally strong. Amy reveals that healthy,
mentally tough women don’t insist on perfection; they don’t compare themselves to other people; they don’t see
vulnerability as a weakness; they don’t let self-doubt stop them from reaching their goals. Wise, grounded, and
essential, 13 Things Mentally Strong Women Don’t Do can help every woman flourish—and ultimately improve our
society as well.
Getting to 'I Do' Pat Allen 1995-02-01 Dr. Patricia Allen's jam-packed seminars in Los Angeles have resulted in over
two thousand marriages. Now you too can take advantage of this proven step-by-step program. Here's what you'll
learn: How to attract the right man When you should make the first move...and when you should not Why equality in
a relationship may not be what you're looking for Why sex before commitment is a bad deal How to have sensational
sex What makes a man run away from a relationship How to know when you're giving too much How to get what you
want without asking What makes a man want to commit How to BE ENGAGED TO THE RIGHT MAN WITHIN A YEAR!
The Mistakes Elizabeth Brown 2017-04-20 It started as a promise.A momentary lapse in sanity had me agreeing to two
months of celibacy. Then Mark Bishop showed up. My new boss was cocky, arrogant, and unfortunately, sexy as hell.
My first mistake?Thinking I'd last two months.A Sexy Romantic Comedy. Book III in the Off-Limits Series - Winnie and
Mark's story. Dual POV. Can be read as a standalone. Warning: This story contains mature humor, a lot of cursing,
and of course, sexual situations. It's intended for adult readers who enjoy that kind of thing.
The 48 Laws Of Power Robert Greene 2010-09-03 THE MILLION COPY INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Drawn from
3,000 years of the history of power, this is the definitive guide to help readers achieve for themselves what Queen
Elizabeth I, Henry Kissinger, Louis XIV and Machiavelli learnt the hard way. Law 1: Never outshine the master Law 2:
Never put too much trust in friends; learn how to use enemies Law 3: Conceal your intentions Law 4: Always say less
than necessary. The text is bold and elegant, laid out in black and red throughout and replete with fables and unique
word sculptures. The 48 laws are illustrated through the tactics, triumphs and failures of great figures from the
past who have wielded - or been victimised by - power. ___________________________________ (From the
Playboy interview with Jay-Z, April 2003) PLAYBOY: Rap careers are usually over fast: one or two hits, then
styles change and a new guy comes along. Why have you endured while other rappers haven't? JAY-Z: I would say that
it's from still being able to relate to people. It's natural to lose yourself when you have success, to start
surrounding yourself with fake people. In The 48 Laws of Power, it says the worst thing you can do is build a
fortress around yourself. I still got the people who grew up with me, my cousin and my childhood friends. This guy
right here (gestures to the studio manager), he's my friend, and he told me that one of my records, Volume Three, was
wack. People set higher standards for me, and I love it.
Nice Girls Don't Get the Corner Office Lois P. Frankel 2014-02-18 Before you were told to "Lean In," Dr. Lois Frankel
told you how to get that corner office. The New York Times bestseller, is now completely revised and updated. In this
edition, internationally recognized executive coach Lois P. Frankel reveals a distinctive set of behaviors--over 130 in
all--that women learn in girlhood that ultimately sabotage them as adults. She teaches you how to eliminate these
unconscious mistakes that could be holding you back and offers invaluable coaching tips that can easily be
incorporated into your social and business skills. Stop making "nice girl" errors that can become career pitfalls, such
as: Mistake #13: Avoiding office politics. If you don't play the game, you can't possibly win. Mistake #21: Multitasking. Just because you can do something, doesn't mean you should do it. Mistake #54: Failure to negotiate. Don't
equate negotiation with confrontation. Mistake #70: Inappropriate use of social media. Once it's out there, it's hard
to put the toothpaste back in the tube. Mistake #82: Asking permission. Children, not adults, ask for approval. Be
direct, be confident.
Women who Run with the Wolves Clarissa Pinkola Est s 1995 A Jungian analyst explores the feminine psyche through
stories of "wild women"--the mythological archetype of the strong, primitive woman
Last Girl Before Freeway Leslie Bennetts 2016-11-15 Named one of "40 Gifts for the Book Lover on Your List," by
Good Housekeeping: The definitive book about Joan Rivers' tumultuous, victorious, tragic, hilarious, and fascinating
life. Joan Rivers was more than a legendary comedian; she was an icon and a role model to millions, a fearless pioneer
who left a legacy of expanded opportunity when she died in 2014. Her life was a dramatic roller coaster of triumphant

highs and devastating lows: the suicide of her husband, her feud with Johnny Carson, her estrangement from her
daughter, her many plastic surgeries, her ferocious ambition and her massive insecurities. But Rivers' career was also
hugely significant in American cultural history, breaking down barriers for her gender and pushing the boundaries of
truth-telling for women in public life. A juicy, intimate biography of one of the greatest comedians ever -- a performer
whose sixty year career was borne, simply, out of a desire to make people laugh so she could feel loved -- Last Girl
Before Freeway delves into the inner workings of a woman who both reflected and redefined the world around her.
Carol Pepper 2012-04-24 By two leading financial experts: an essential guide
for every woman who wants to build, preserve, and enjoy her wealth. Women control more than half of all wealth in
the U .S., and in 2011 held the majority of jobs in the workforce. As women's earnings, freedom and influence increase,
the old sequential patterns of education, marriage, motherhood, and retirement no longer apply. A woman may set up a
foundation in her twenties—when she sells her first company, support her family as the primary breadwinner in her
thirties, start a new career in her sixties and remarry in her seventies. Today women cycle repeatedly but not in any
traditional order through these stages: wealth building, romance and marriage, motherhood, power, crisis and loss,
retirement, legacy building. In The Seven Pearls of Financial Wisdom, experts Carol Pepper and Camilla Webster offer
women one invaluable pearl of wisdom for each of these key areas, helping them move beyond outdated financialplanning ideas to enjoy their power, transforming both their money and their lives.
Falling Cameron Dane 2012-07-01 Cain Hawkins is a master at suppressing his desires. After all, he's been doing it for
more than a century. What Cain wants more than anything is a man to love, but he knows that no matter how much he
craves it, it can never be. Cain is a Naverto demon, and to desire another man is more than forbidden, it is an act that
will bring about his death. Cain keeps to himself, working with abused horses on a small patch of land, all on his own.
Then Cain's brother makes a request he can't refuse. Luke Forrester just wants a job and a place where he can recover
from a brutal beating. He dreams of a ranch where he can work with the horses he loves so much. He can't let the fact
that he's had a crush on Cain for more than two years matter. Luke is determined not to screw things up. He will prove
to Cain it wasn't a mistake to hire him, and he won't allow the secret that he dreams about Cain every night interfere
with his work. But working and living in such close proximity can test the best of intentions, and when one kiss leads to
something much, much more, everything changes. Cain must trust Luke completely. And together, he and Luke must find a
way to fight for Cain's humanity and save him from his demon clan before he is found out and they are ripped apart
forever. -- CONTENT NOTE: This is an erotic romance novel and contains explicit acts of male/male loving. Also
contains sex in shifted demon form, as well as a scene of violent assault and sexual torture at the hands of a villain.
-- (Falling is book two in the Hawkins Ranch series but was written/can be read as a stand alone title)
Sue Monk Kidd 2020-04-21 “An extraordinary novel . . . a triumph of insight and storytelling.”
—Associated Press “A true masterpiece.” —Glennon Doyle, author of Untamed An extraordinary story set in the first
century about a woman who finds her voice and her destiny, from the celebrated number one New York Times bestselling
author of The Secret Life of Bees and The Invention of Wings In her mesmerizing fourth work of fiction, Sue Monk Kidd
takes an audacious approach to history and brings her acclaimed narrative gifts to imagine the story of a young
woman named Ana. Raised in a wealthy family with ties to the ruler of Galilee, she is rebellious and ambitious, with a
brilliant mind and a daring spirit. She engages in furtive scholarly pursuits and writes narratives about neglected and
silenced women. Ana is expected to marry an older widower, a prospect that horrifies her. An encounter with eighteenyear-old Jesus changes everything. Their marriage evolves with love and conflict, humor and pathos in Nazareth, where
Ana makes a home with Jesus, his brothers, and their mother, Mary. Ana's pent-up longings intensify amid the turbulent
resistance to Rome's occupation of Israel, partially led by her brother, Judas. She is sustained by her fearless aunt
Yaltha, who harbors a compelling secret. When Ana commits a brazen act that puts her in peril, she flees to
Alexandria, where startling revelations and greater dangers unfold, and she finds refuge in unexpected surroundings.
Ana determines her fate during a stunning convergence of events considered among the most impactful in human history.
Grounded in meticulous research and written with a reverential approach to Jesus's life that focuses on his humanity,
The Book of Longings is an inspiring, unforgettable account of one woman's bold struggle to realize the passion and
potential inside her, while living in a time, place and culture devised to silence her. It is a triumph of storytelling both
timely and timeless, from a masterful writer at the height of her powers.
Fearlessly Feminine Jani Ortlund 2011-02-02 Women today seek encouragement and affirmation as they confront their
own questions, doubts, and fears about womanhood. In Fearlessly Feminine, author Jani Ortlund supplies much-needed
answers, calling Christian women to be joyfully confident in who they are before God, to welcome the privilege of
womanhood, and to show the world the beauty of Christian femininity for God's glory. Tackling such sensitive
subjects as submission and materialism, feminism and beauty, motherhood and marriage, Ortlund leads women to a deeper
understanding of scriptural teaching and helps them fearlessly embrace all that God would have them become.
Feminism Is for Everybody bell hooks 2014-10-10 What is feminism? In this short, accessible primer, bell hooks explores
the nature of feminism and its positive promise to eliminate sexism, sexist exploitation, and oppression. With her
characteristic clarity and directness, hooks encourages readers to see how feminism can touch and change their
lives—to see that feminism is for everybody.
For-giving Genevieve Vaughan 1997
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